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Authentic examination papers for learners preparing for the revised Cambridge English: Young Learners from 2018. This collection of examination papers for Movers provides ideal exam practice. It contains
three full-colour test papers which contain engaging activities and attractive illustrations to motivate young learners. These papers also provide an excellent opportunity for children, parents and teachers alike
to familiarise themselves with the format of the revised test. An Audio CD (which contains the listening sections of the tests) and an Answer Booklet are also available separately.
Engaging facts, amazing photography and captivating real-life video take young learners on a journey to explore the world as they learn English. Are you ready to explore? What makes our bodies move?
Why do whales jump out of water? Guess What! is a six-level course that invites children to explore the world through engaging facts, amazing photography, and captivating video. The highly photographic
Student's Book Level 3 brings lessons to life with engaging characters, topics that spark children's curiosity, and a wide variety of activities, including humorous contextual dialogs, songs, chants, games,
stories illustrating social values, functional dialogs, and role play. There are plenty of opportunities for developing children's thinking skills and their knowledge of other subjects in the CLIL lessons.
Authentic examination papers for learners preparing for the revised Cambridge English: Young Learners from 2018. This collection of examination papers for Flyers provides ideal exam practice. It contains
three full-colour test papers which contain engaging activities and attractive illustrations to motivate young learners. These papers also provide an excellent opportunity for children, parents and teachers alike
to familiarise themselves with the format of the revised test. An Audio CD (which contains the listening sections of the tests) and an Answer Booklet are also available separately.
This flexible course brings together all the tools and technology you expect to get the results you need. Whether teaching general English or focusing on exams, Prepare! leaves you and your students
genuinely ready for what comes next: real Cambridge English exams, or real life. The Level 5 Student's Book engages students and builds vocabulary range with motivating, age-appropriate topics. Its unique
approach is driven by cutting-edge language research from English Profile and the Cambridge Learner Corpus. 'Prepare to...' sections develop writing and speaking skills. A Student's Book and Online
Workbook is also available, separately.
Four full-colour practice tests updated to reflect the new Cambridge English Qualifications Young Learners Pre A1 Starters exams for 2018.
Seminar paper from the year 2005 in the subject English - Pedagogy, Didactics, Literature Studies, grade: 2,0, University of Wuppertal, course: Teaching English to very young children, 10 entries in the
bibliography, language: English, abstract: In 1999, Rea-Dickens and Rixon conducted a survey about the relationship between assessment and learning. 120 European teachers and teacher trainers were
asked if the main purpose of their assessment was to help their teaching, and 97% answered in the affirmative. Rea-Dickens and Rixon examined afterwards what the teachers really assessed and how they
did so. They found a strong "mismatch between curricular aims, pedagogy and test content" (Cameron, Lynne.Teaching languages to very young learners. Cambridge University press.2001. page 217). The
assessment focused mainly on the children's achievements but neglected on other curricular aims such as language and social awareness. The assessment of young learners should serve teaching by
providing feedback on the children's learning progress, so that the content and the difficulty of subsequent teaching units can be effectively adjusted to the learners' needs. This paper offers the reader an
overview about the theoretical ideas and principles which should be kept in mind when implementing an assessment. Furthermore the guidelines of lower Saxony are introduced. They illustrate the
expectations of the German school system towards assessment in class. Afterwards the paper gives an overview about psycholinguistic tests such as "Blitztest" and "F-Test." Additionally, the paper answers
the question of origin and purpose of the Cambridge Young Learners Test. Finally, material which should support the teacher in the efficiency assessment of the pupils is represented, considering the
example of "Ginger."

This volume gathers researchers from around the world endeavouring to better understand a number of perennial issues in assessing Chinese learners of English, covering topics such as
students' test performances, interactional competence and lexical knowledge, students' motivation, teachers' attitudes and assessment policy changes.
Learner's Book 6 provides the core input for Stage 6 with nine thematic units of study and five review spreads. Units end with an engaging project and opportunity for self-assessment. Richly
illustrated units contain six lessons, each developed around a unifying theme. Materials feature skills-building tasks for listening, reading, writing and speaking. 'Use of English' features focus
on language awareness, and 'Tips' boxes on specific skills. Texts included have variety: factual and fictional, dialogue and poetry covering a range of topics. Accompanying Audio CD includes
listening material for Stage 6 Learner's and Activity Books 6. CEFR Level: A2 towards B1
An account of how children learn L2s in formal contexts and how that knowledge impacts on the design, development, and evaluation of their language assessment products.
This Activity Book accompanies the Reader. It provides practice of key language structures and vocabulary, while developing a range of skills- singing, spelling and writing, reading, speaking,
and listening. Ladybird Readers is a graded reading series of traditional tales, popular characters, modern stories, and non-fiction, written for young learners of English as a foreign or second
language. Recommended for children aged 4+, the eight levels of Readers and six levels of Activity Books follow the CEFR framework (Pre-A1 to A2+) and include language activities that help
develop key skills and provide preparation for the Cambridge English- Young Learners (YLE) Starters, Movers and Flyers exams. The Starter level introduces phonics and sight words. Each
book contains two versions of the story- the first with single words focusing on phonics, and the second with full sentences introducing sight words. It is Pre-A1 in the CEFR framework.
This flexible course brings together all the tools and technology you expect to get the results you need. Whether teaching general English or focusing on exams, Prepare! leaves you and your
students genuinely ready for what comes next: real Cambridge English exams, or real life. The Level 3 Student's Book engages students and builds vocabulary range with motivating, ageappropriate topics. Its unique approach is driven by cutting-edge language research from English Profile and the Cambridge Learner Corpus. 'Prepare to...' sections develop writing and
speaking skills. A Student's Book and Online Workbook is also available, separately.
English Language Proficiency Assessments for Young Learners provides both theoretical and empirical information about assessing the English language proficiency of young learners. Using
large-scale standardized English language proficiency assessments developed for international or U.S. contexts as concrete examples, this volume illustrates rigorous processes of developing
and validating assessments with considerations of young learners’ unique characteristics. In this volume, young learners are defined as school-age children from approximately 5 to 13 years
old, learning English as a foreign language (EFL) or a second language (ESL). This volume also discusses innovative ways to assess young learners’ English language abilities based on
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empirical studies, with each chapter offering stimulating ideas for future research and development work to improve English language assessment practices with young learners. English
Language Proficiency Assessments for Young Learners is a useful resource for students, test developers, educators, and researchers in the area of language testing and assessment.
Cambridge Global English (1-6) is a six-level Primary course following the Cambridge Primary English as a Second Language Curriculum Framework developed by Cambridge English Language Assessment.
Learner's Book 3 provides the core input for Stage 3 with nine thematic units of study ending with an engaging project and opportunity for self-assessment. Richly illustrated units contain six lessons, each
developed around a unifying theme. The materials feature skills-building tasks for listening, reading, writing and speaking. 'Language tip' and 'Language detective' features highlight and focus on vocabulary
development and language awareness. Lessons include a variety of texts: factual and fictional, dialogue and poetry covering a range of topics. Accompanying Audio CDs (2) includes listening material for
Stage 3 Learner's and Activity Books. CEFR Level: A1.
A new edition of this popular course for young learners - now seven levels including Starter. Well-loved by children and teachers the world over, Kid's Box is bursting with bright ideas to inspire you and your
pupils. Perfect for general use, the course also fully covers the syllabus of the Cambridge Young Learners English (YLE) tests, preparing your students for success at Starters, Movers and Flyers. The
interleaved Teacher's Book contains comprehensive notes, as well as extra activities, photocopiable pages and classroom ideas to inspire both teacher and students.
This volume documents international, national, and small-scale testing and assessment projects of English language education for young learners, across a range of educational contexts. It covers three main
areas: age-appropriate ‘can do statements’ and task types for teaching and testing learners between the ages of 6 to 13; innovative approaches to self-assessment, diagnostic testing, self- perception, and
computer-based testing; and findings on how young learners perform on vocabulary, listening, speaking, pronunciation, and reading comprehension tests in European and Asian contexts. Early language
learning has become a major trend in English language education around the globe. As a result of the spread of teaching English to a growing number of young children, assessment of and for learning have
emerged as key issues. In line with this development, there is a clear and emerging need to make early language programs accountable and to assess both the progress children make over time and to
quantify their achievement at various stages of development. This volume informs stakeholders about the realistic goals of early language learning, their efficiency, and how much progress children make over
time.
Three complete papers for each of the Cambridge Young Learners English tests (Starters, Movers and Flyers). The Answer Booklet accompanies Cambridge English: Young Learners 9 Movers Student's
Book and Audio CD. The Answer Booklet contains answers for all three Movers tests, the tapescripts and examples of the type of interchange to expect in the Speaking test. It also includes the Cambridge
English: Movers Vocabulary list, organised by theme. The Movers Audio CD (which contains the listening sections of the tests) and the Movers Student's Book are available separately.
Learner's Book 1 provides the core input for Stage 1 with nine thematic units of study ending with an engaging project and opportunity for self-assessment. Richly illustrated units contain six lessons, each
developed around a unifying theme. The materials feature skills-building tasks for listening, reading, writing and speaking. 'Writing tip', 'Language detective' and 'Words to remember' features highlight and
focus on vocabulary development and language awareness. Lessons include a variety of texts: factual and fictional, dialogue and poetry covering a range of topics. Accompanying Audio CDs include listening
material for Stage 1 Learner's and Activity Books. CEFR Level: towards A1.
Cambridge English Empower is a general adult course that combines course content from Cambridge University Press with validated assessment from the experts at Cambridge English Language
Assessment. The Intermediate Student's Book gives learners an immediate sense of purpose and clear learning objectives. It provides core grammar and vocabulary input alongside a mix of skills. Speaking
lessons offer a unique combination of functional language, pronunciation and conversation skills, alongside video filmed in the real world. Each unit ends with a consolidation of core language from the unit
and focuses on writing within the context of a highly communicative mixed-skills lesson. This version of the Student's Book does not provide access to the video, assessment package and online workbook. A
version with full access is available separately.
Prepare! is a lively general English course with comprehensive Cambridge English for Schools exam preparation integrated throughout. This flexible course brings together all the tools and technology you
expect to get the results you need. Prepare! is the only schools course jointly produced with and endorsed by Cambridge English Language Assessment. Its unique approach is driven by cutting edge
language research from the English Vocabulary Profile and the Cambridge Learner Corpus. Whether teaching general English or focusing on exams, Prepare! leaves you and your students genuinely ready
for what comes next: real Cambridge English exams, or real life.
Cambridge Global English (7-8) is a lower Secondary course following the Cambridge Secondary English as a Second Language Curriculum Framework developed by Cambridge English Language
Assessment. The course is also aligned with the Common European Framework of Reference.
Authentic examination papers for learners preparing for the revised Cambridge English: Young Learners from 2018. This collection of examination papers for Starters provides ideal exam practice. It contains
three full-colour test papers which contain engaging activities and attractive illustrations to motivate young learners. These papers also provide an excellent opportunity for children, parents and teachers alike
to familiarise themselves with the format of the revised test. An Audio CD (which contains the listening sections of the tests) and an Answer Booklet are also available separately.
Learner's Book 2 provides the core input for Stage 2 with nine thematic units of study ending with an engaging project and opportunity for self-assessment. Richly illustrated units contain six lessons, each
developed around a unifying theme. The materials feature skills-building tasks for listening, reading, writing and speaking. 'Language tip', 'Language detective' and 'Words to remember' features highlight and
focus on vocabulary development and language awareness. Lessons include a variety of texts: factual and fictional, dialogue and poetry covering a range of topics. Accompanying Audio CDs (2) includes
listening material for Stage 2 Learner's and Activity Books. CEFR Level: A1.
Cambridge Global English (1-6) is a six-level Primary course following the Cambridge Primary English as a Second Language Curriculum Framework developed by Cambridge English Language Assessment.
Learner's Book 4 provides core input for Stage 4 with nine thematic units of study and five review spreads. Units end with an engaging project and opportunity for self-assessment. Richly illustrated units
contain six lessons, each developed around a unifying theme. The materials feature skills-building tasks for listening, reading, writing and speaking. 'Language detective' features focus on language
awareness, and 'Tips' boxes on key tips for specific skills. Texts have variety: factual and fictional, dialogue and poetry covering a range of topics. Accompanying Audio CDs (2) include listening material for
Stage 4 Learner's and Activity Books. CEFR Level: towards A2.
Cambridge English Empower is a general adult course that combines course content from Cambridge University Press with validated assessment from the experts at Cambridge English Language
Assessment. The Elementary Teacher's Book offers detailed teaching notes for every lesson of the Student's Book. It also includes extra photocopiable activities, keys to exercises and extra teaching notes.

An update of the well-loved course for young learners - now official preparation for the revised 2018 Cambridge English: Young Learners tests. The Pupil's Book presents and practises new
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language through stories, songs and activities, making the learning process a joy. The exams in levels 2, 4 and 6 have been updated to reflect the 2018 revised Young Learners exams. New
vocabulary included in the syllabus of the exam has also been added. You will also find CLIL, Values and festival lessons; a strong focus on pronunciation, phonics and grammar; and review
sections.
A comprehensive and extensively researched overview of key issues in language teaching today. This essential text for English language teachers surveys a broad range of core topics that
are important in understanding contemporary approaches to teaching English as a second or international language, and which form the content of many professional development courses for
language teachers. A wide range of issues is examined, including a consideration of the nature of English in the world, the way the English teaching profession works, the development of
teaching methods, the nature of classroom teaching, teaching the four skills, teaching the language system, and elements of a language program.
Cambridge English Empower is a general adult course that combines course content from Cambridge University Press with validated assessment from the experts at Cambridge English
Language Assessment. The Elementary Student's Book gives learners an immediate sense of purpose and clear learning objectives. It provides core grammar and vocabulary input alongside
a mix of skills. Speaking lessons offer a unique combination of functional language, pronunciation and conversation skills, alongside video filmed in the real world. Each unit ends with a
consolidation of core language from the unit and focuses on writing within the context of a highly communicative mixed-skills lesson. This version of the Student's Book does not provide
access to the video, assessment package and online workbook. A version with full access is available separately.
Learner's Book 5 provides the core input for Stage 5 with nine thematic units of study and five review spreads. Units end with an engaging project and opportunity for self-assessment. Richly
illustrated units contain six lessons, each developed around a unifying theme. Materials feature skills-building tasks for listening, reading, writing and speaking. 'Use of English' features focus
on language awareness, and 'Tips' boxes on specific skills. Texts included have variety: factual and fictional, dialogue and poetry covering a range of topics. Accompanying Audio CD includes
listening material for Stage 5 Learner's and Activity Books. CEFR Level: A2
The Answer Booklet accompanies Cambridge English: Young Learners 8 Movers Student's Book and Audio CD. The Answer Booklet contains answers for all three Movers tests, the
tapescripts and examples of the type of interchange to expect in the Speaking test. It also includes the Cambridge English: Movers Vocabulary list, organised by theme. The Movers Audio CD
(which contains the listening sections of the tests) and the Movers Student's Book are available separately.
School Choice in China explores the major characteristics of schooling options in China, highlighting how largely middle-class parents exploit their cultural, economic and social capital for their
children's admission into choice schools. It highlights how payments such as choice fees, donations, prize-winning certificates and awards, as well as the use of guanxi, result in Chinese
school choice as a parent-driven, bottom-up movement. The author also explores how schools and local governments cash in on the school choice fever in order to obtain significant economic
returns, leading to policies that accommodate the needs of mostly middle-class families. He argues that although this system seems to create winners among the parties involved, it
exacerbates the educational inequality that already exists in Chinese society. Chapters include: Positional competition for cultural capital Exploitation of social capital Economics of school
choice Class reproduction through parental choice This book is not simply a detailed analysis of Chinese school choice practices, but also a study of the competitive middle class search for
advantage for their children. As such it will be beneficial to undergraduates, postgraduates, education professionals, policy makers, and anyone with an interest in education, sociology, social
policy, and the rise and future of China.
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